
Milton Keynes Astronomical Society (MilKAS), founded in 1972 in Bletchley by Richard 

Lambert and several school friends, in 1976 MKAS began meeting at what was then the 

Bradwell Abbey Field Centre. MKAS converted a former farm outbuilding into a meeting 

room and built an observatory adjacent to the meeting room at Bradwell Abbey. By the time 

of the Bradwell Abbey Open Week in June 1978, MKAS had a membership of 25 and had 

approximately doubled in size during the preceding year [Bradwell Abbey]. From 1986 to 

1988, MKAS participated in a national astronomy quiz and the MKAS team reached the 

semi-final, where MKAS met and lost to Mexborough and Swinton Astronomical Society 

[Astronomy Now, 1989]. In 1988, MKAS had a membership of about 20, with interests 

ranging from deep sky photography, double star measurements with a home-made filar 

micrometer, to sunspot recording. A project at that time was the construction of a 12 inch f/8 

reflector, using optics loaned by the British Astronomical Association [Astronomy Now, 

1988]. In 1990, the first Richard Lambert Memorial Lecture was held in memory of the 

founder of the Society and the lecture has been held annually ever since. A list of the Richard 

Lambert Memorial Lectures can be found on the MKAS website 

[http://www.mkas.org.uk/mem_gen_rlml.htm]. In February 2001, MKAS achieved charitable 

status. In March 1997, MKAS returned to its roots in Bletchley, when it began to meet at 

Rectory Cottages. MKAS meetings continue to be held at Rectory Cottages, Church Green 

Road, Bletchley on alternate Fridays beginning at 8.00 pm. 

Sites associated with MKAS: MKAS meets at Rectory Cottages, a medieval building on 

Church Green Road in Bletchley. Further information about the building can be found on the 

Rectory Cottages Trust website [Rectory Cottages Trust]. MKAS formerly met at Bradwell 

Abbey Field Centre, where it had its own meeting room and observatory [Astronomy Now, 

1988] (see Observatories – Richard Lambert Observatory above). 

Artefacts associated with MKAS: There are two especially unusual artefacts associated with 

MKAS. A scale-model of a Space Shuttle, which had previously been used in the James 

Bond film “Moonraker”, was subsequently held by MKAS and was a display item at the 

meeting room at Bradwell Abbey. The space shuttle model was on display at the Bradwell 

Abbey Open Day in 1978 [Bradwell Abbey] and was used in a display at the Milton Keynes 

Central Library in December 1987 as part of the MKAS fifteenth anniversary; a photograph 

of the Space Shuttle model appeared in Astronomy Now [Astronomy Now, 1988]. St Mary’s 

Church, Shenley Church End, has a kneeler featuring the MKAS logo, which was produced 

as part of a Millennium project to produce new kneeler covers for the church. 

http://www.mkas.org.uk/

